**Crossing your Ts**

- Printing handwriting that is printed indicates a writer who is independent-minded and refuses to bow to social conventions for the sake of compliance.
- Signature signifies the first name is addressed in the signature, the writer is not necessarily addressing someone.
- Roundness in handwriting reveals emotionally whimsical angularity reveals analytical thinking skills.
- Where the spacing of a paragraph is organized so the page is visually appealing, the writer’s educational organizational skills are indicated.
- Writers who attempt calligraphy to decorate letters, crossing t bars, etc reveal themselves as aesthetically oriented.

---

**Graphology**

The upper zone corresponds to spirituality, intuition, imagination.

The middle zone, correspond to the social and emotional mood and is an interest in the physical world (colour, interior design, dressing well, sensibility in charity). The lower zone corresponds to functionality, sensuality, practicality.

---

**A sporty signature**

The signatures of the two golfer Jack Nicklaus and Tiger Woods, both show well-developed lower zones, says Annette Poizner.

These two zones indicate sportsmen whose athletic abilities are informed by executive skills. It is no coincidence, hence protracted work action littleInstaller, and Tiger Woods, both show well-developed lower zones, says Annette Poizner.
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